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POSITION NAME QUOTE 
Mentor Director Janet Greek I think it offers them a forum to make mistakes. It offers them a 

forum learn to work with actors and learn about script. It also 
offers them a forum emotionally to be supported. It's very 
important that these women be as prepared as possible when 
they go out and try to get, to raise money to make a feature 
film, go into episodic television, whatever it is. They cannot 
afford to be learning on the set.   

Director Betty Thomas I'd been in the business for about 21 years, and I got to a 
crossroads in my career feeling that I needed to the 
pieces that I needed to move on to become a director. In 
all of the years I've been in the business, I've not been 
aware of any medium o any workshop that is available for 
people that have experience in the business. It has been 
extremely valuable forum for two big reasons. Number 
one, it's confirmed what I do know. On the other hand, it's 
also confirmed what I don't know. One of the most 
important things for me has been able to hands-on doing, 
number one a Guerrilla Shoot, which you totally go out 
there and be insane. And number two doing a MAIN 
shoot, an not only putting your whole scene together, your 
shot list together, but in fact taking it, making you actors 
work, making all of your cinematic movement work, and 
taking it into the editing room and putting it together.   

Director Mieko Ouchi Women In the Director's Chair, part of it's uniqueness is the 
retreat aspect. It allows us to get away from our everyday lives 
and all of those distractions and to focus solely on the work. 
And that's really important to see significant movement forward 
in your craft. Canada really needs its women filmmakers. And 
for that to happen we need programs like this. being able to 
open up my horizons and work with new DP's and camera 
operators, art directors I've never worked with, actors I've never 
met, that is an amazing opportunity an something that I can't 
always afford to do in the real world.   

Director  Eda Lishman As a producer moving into directing, I'm certainly gratified that I 
was chosen to be part of this. And I think that it will be a huge 
foundation my directing career. I think if you're in a situation 
where you're a funder for this program, you can rest assured 
that your money, every penny of it is being spent in the right 
way. It is giving women a chance to operate o a directing level, 



at a level that they've never had an opportunity to do before. It 
gives us a chance to actually play and experiment and perhaps 
show the real world through he pieces that we do here what we 
are capable of. And that is extremely important  

Director Kate Trotter I would definitely recommend this to any women that thinks this 
is something she'd want to do. As Rosemary Dunsmore said 
last year, "This changed my life." 

Co-Directors Shawna 
Dempsey & 
Lorri Millan 

Well we came here to learn, and we've learned a tremendous 
amount. It's amazing that we've been able to brush our teeth 
without all this information. It's been great. It's been really 
useful. We came to get more information about the technical 
side of filmmaking; the relationship between the camera 
movement and actors, deconstructing scenes, so we learned a 
lot of tech stuff.   

Camera operator Jill 
MacLauchlan 

A lot of the women have quite a bit of experience in areas in 
the film industry and are trying to sort of take that next level up 
and because of that they need the extra equipment as far as 
getting proper dollies and proper heads. The competition for 
directors is getting higher every year. I think the bar has been 
raised as people have accomplished what they needed to do 
within the Centre, and as far as a technician goes, as part of 
the crew, it was, it's been a great experience.  
 

Actor Rondell 
Reynoldsen 

Each actor probably gets something different and has different 
goals about coming here. For some actors it's probably very 
good in terms of more camera time. For some actors it's 
probably very good in terms of learning to discuss things with 
the director and work as peers. I think different actors would 
have different reasons, but I think it would be fantastic for 
anybody because there would be something for each person to 
learn at all levels.  

Actor Bart Simpson It's not results oriented work, whereas on a lot of shoots you 
come in, you hit marks, and everything's gotta be right there. 
Here you get to explore stuff, try stuff out, make suggestions. 
Everyone works differently, and that's facilitated here.   

 


